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We were pleasantly surprised by the work we received this spring. While not
all of them are windingly slow reads, there is certainly a special kind of beauty
in pieces that speak so much in so few words. Our poetry flowers along with
the pear trees and the magnolias, and the stomach-squeezing atmosphere of
the short fiction vignettes are beautifully mature in thought and voice. And of
course we could not forget the works of art, which range from cicadas to
sleeping damsels, and are as colorful as they are eclectic. We present our
second issue, the pages of which are the wings the Paper Crane will use to take
flight.
Thank you in abundance for reading.
the Editors
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CEREBRAL SLUMBER
Aileen Xie

to fly
is to strive
is to struggle...

ASCENDANCE
noun : the act of rising up

THIS HEAT WILL NOT
MAKE YOU IMMORTAL
1.
summer peeled us from sweltering tar,
open-mouthed, sweat-soaked, cotton tees
an inkblot test of our wanting. yesterday’s
soft contractions of lightning changed
lush trees to charred stalks. we scaled them
bare-handed, reluctant, powerless
amongst the dying gasps of fireworks.
2.
finally, a name for the kiss pressed
on silk knuckles before a sucker punch,
for the earthly caress of ultraviolet.
for the sunday afternoons that crawl
on all fours, lingering, prostrate
under the guise of the setting sun.
it almost feels melodic. almost.
3.
falling was supposed to be
weightless. antithetical.
the opposite of inescapable
pressure. they call it humidity
but we know it better
as hunger. not everyone
is a phoenix. not everyone.
Kyrah Gomes

This piece
represents my
weird take on
life and how
illusions affect
everything. It's
also a bit of a
play on words
because
sometimes when
things seem odd
or like they're
black and white,
you need to
reflect (like a
mirror) on the
situation.

FLOATING REFLECTION
Charlotte Ligtenberg

BARBARA'S GRAPES
At Barbara’s Grapes we sell millions of products, and
they all taste like grapes. Cubes of beef in plastic packaging:
they taste like grapes. Sewing machines threaded with
spool: they taste like grapes. Animal bones, or maybe
human bones, we aren’t sure which (but they taste like
grapes). Keep your goods from Barbara’s in glass jars to
preserve the taste of the grapes. Hang them from the
branches and make your own tree that tastes like grapes.
We sell it all, permanent markers that taste like grapes,
whipped cream canisters that taste like grapes, liquid
cyanide that tastes like grapes. If you want we’ll place our
children in a cardboard box and ship them to you because
they taste like grapes. Come to our headquarters in New
York City, lick the products and bless your tongue with the
taste of grapes. Purchase hoodies that taste like grapes,
lemonade pitchers that taste like grapes, college diplomas
that taste like grapes. We don’t know who Barbara is, but
we’re sure she enjoyed the taste of grapes. If you’re not sure
what you want, just talk to one of our workers—they
understand the taste of grapes. Ask for anything, just don’t
ask for grapes. Everyone knows they don’t taste like
grapes.
Matt Hsu

THAT THING IS NOT
MY DAUGHTER
After splintering off the glue in your mouth, your orthodontist took some
buzzing machine you don’t know the name of and filed down your two front
teeth in a matter of thirty seconds, a procedure you didn’t know was happening
until it was done, and as she rounded them down, she talked about the little
things (how uneven your teeth were, how one of your incisors had a divot the
opposite tooth didn’t, but she decided not to do anything about the flaw since it’s
better for things to look natural than it is to be perfect) and gave you a hand-held
mirror to look at yourself, head laid back on the uncomfortable chair, mascara
smudge under your eye, and your teeth, freshly polished and reminiscent of an
American Girl Doll and you were sure if you smiled now your teeth would buck
out from your mouth, and perhaps when you went home, your mom would
notice something was different about you, maybe different-better, closer to her
idea of what her daughter should look like, or different-worse, like you would be
Regan and she Chris MacNeil from The Exorcist and in your kitchen she’d set
down what she was holding and put her fist on the table—that thing is not my
daughter!
Kirby Wilson

THE FLIPSIDE
OF FALLING

Kore

to fly
is to strive is
to struggle.
glowing, free
no more, the meat, flesh and lung finally
uncurling like twines, darkness
unfolding, the sky-silk wings
twisting and slicing, stale air turning
the wrong way
up

up
the wrong way
twisting and slicing, stale air turning,
unfolding, the sky-silk wings
uncurling like twines, darkness
no more, the meat, flesh and lung finally
glowing, free.
to struggle
is to strive is
to fly.

up
the wrong way
twisting and slicing, stale air turning,
unfolding, the sky-silk wings
uncurling like twines, darkness
no more, the meat, flesh and lung finally
glowing, free.
to struggle
is to strive is
to fly.

to fly
is to strive is
to struggle.
glowing, free
no more, the meat, flesh and lung finally
uncurling like twines, darkness
unfolding, the sky-silk wings
twisting and slicing, stale air turning
the wrong way
up

Kore

THE FLIPSIDE
OF FALLING

GARDEN
1—Gladiolus
My grandmother remembers the day she
heard. The soft white clouds on the sky’s pale
expanse and January winds whistling in her
ears, drowning out words she never thought
she’d have to hear. She remembers the
tapestry and the shades of brown, red and
yellow of the shawl my grandfather was
wearing, its embroidery now unraveled,
entangled in the wheels of the motorcycle. Its
fine, expensive threads choking him.
My grandmother remembers the snickers
she heard when she handed over the house
keys. The hushed whispers and the piercing
eyes. The withdrawn helping hands of her
siblings.
“Such a strong man, what will he do from the
bed now?”
“The poised jewel of the village, betrayed by
fate itself.”
My grandmother remembers the day my
father had to drop out of school to make
money. She remembers worrying about her
daughter’s dowry. She remembers selling her
gold bangles that had been passed down for
generations in her family, so that she
wouldn’t have to hear her children’s empty
steel plates scratching with spoons, leaving
no molecule of food behind.

My grandmother remembers coming to
this town, hiding in fear, when they were
ripping off the heads of those of her religion.
My grandmother remembers being despised
because she was a woman, and still the man
of the house. My grandmother remembers
the pungent scent of desperation and the
bitter taste of helplessness.
My grandmother remembers when her
children became successful and her husband
could walk again. She remembers the eyes of
envy that dug holes in her skin.The smell of
jealousy that burned her nose. She sends help
to those who wouldn’t send her bread.
The gladiolus bends and wavers, but it never,
ever breaks.
***
Google Search History ( 27/08/2012 )
What is a shawl?
Tapestry in shawls
Bikes in 1989
1989 bikes India
Rajdoot 350 1989 model
Cracked Disc
Cracked spine disc
Can you walk with a fractured spine?
How painful is a fractured spine?
How long does it take for a fractured spine
to heal?
***

2—Carnation
My mother was sexualized for the first time
when she was 12. My mother punched a
stranger in his nose for the first time when
she was 12. My mother learnt people would
view her as a sexual being because she was a
girl all her life when she was 12.
My mother told me what good touch and
bad touch was when I was 12. We had ‘the
talk’ when I was 12. My mother taught me
that what others thought of me wasn’t my
problem when I was 12.
My mother grew up feeling gagged. My
mother grew up feeling passive. My mother
grew up feeling tied down by a society that
would never appreciate her gender.
My mother stood by me when my voice of
rebellion echoed loud in a society that had
never learnt how to accept it. She stood by
me when I learnt the power of my mind, in a
world that saw every breath I drew as a war
cry. My mother rebelled for me when I was too
afraid to.

My mother raised me to be loud. She raised
me to be unafraid. She raised me to be bold.
My mother raised me to be proud of my
womanhood, not afraid of it.
My mother raised me to remember, to never
forget.
The carnation bends and wavers, but it
never, ever breaks.
***
Excerpt from the list of banned words
(highlights from the family dictionary)
Abrasive
Bossy
Dramatic
Feminazi
Frumpy
Feisty
Icy
Ladylike
Nasty
Overly-ambitious
***

My mother was raised to be quiet and
submissive. My mother was raised to be
gentle and mum. My mother was raised to
hate her womanhood.
“Your femininity is defined by how
conforming you are.”
“Your worth as a wife is measured by how
many sons you bear.”

3—Magnolia
My sister was in preschool when her
gluten allergy was detected. A 3-year old told
that she was always going to be an outsider
to the culture she was raised in. A toddler
told that she could never enjoy the food that
delighted her siblings.

My sister was in elementary school when
someone called her fat for the first time. An
8-year old told that her beauty was defined
by her waist size. A child told that her self
esteem should be defined by the tightness of
clothes worn so she can survive, but not
quite breathe.

Note to Self (28/08/2020)
You were raised in a garden.
Your bones are creepers and your spine a
trunk.
Unmoving, unrelenting, unforgetting.

My sister was in middle school when
someone told her that girls don’t code. An
11-year old told that she should find her
passion in knitting, not in complex
algorithms. A pre-teen told that the only
video game she should play should be
Scrabble, not the Shump.

Your roots are so deep, they are embedded in
your bones.
The scent is on your skin, but the strength is
in your blood.
Bend and waver, but never, ever break.

“But you’re a girl. You all can barely do
math, what makes you think you can handle
C++?”
“Coding? Learn to cook maybe.”
My sister was 3 when she decided she was
going to learn to cook so well that they
would kill to eat her ‘tasteless’ food. My
sister was 8 when she decided she was going
to dance in the rain (and on the stage), even if
her body wasn’t ‘built for it.’ My sister was
11 when she decided she was going to shut
them up in Python.
My sister won’t forget, so they can’t forget
her.
The magnolia bends and wavers, but it never,
ever breaks.
***

Umang Dhingra

LOOKING THROUGH THE DUST

M.L. Elfar
This photo shows my sister crouched in a field, while dust swirls around her.
I enjoyed the use of different textures to make the photo more dynamic.

WHAT MAKES IT BEAUTIFUL
The rain has fallen for the last time, I am piling blithesome
the lavas will burn and I will cut, fall out
of the path, the juggler for concluding time, or at least this moment
I am made a machine; a dead instrument
the fistful of water that stays decaying the portwood
unwanted
undesired
unpleasant occurrence
I have held my head in the east to negotiate to small interest in the west
I look at a red woman—she—fixated in my eyes
a jaw-dropped mouth
"Something very dry has happened to our son," my dad yells
I staring the blanket as the mist covers the sky
When they catch clouds of unloaded fruition
Who cut the power of the world?
And who cried the wolves for love?
The knowledge of then resides in now. And now when all of it is forgotten
What else makes it beautiful but forged pieces of it.
Ajay Sawant

CW: IMPLIED HOMOPHOBIA, TOXIC DYNAMICS, VERBAL AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE

KINTSUGI
When we were young, you wanted to go to
an astronomy camp. We weren’t a smallbudget indie, so you didn’t come through my
window in the middle of the night, excitedly
telling me of the plan as I, in love, looked at
you with bleary eyes. You just texted me the
link, and I waited for half an hour before
opening the message, unwillingly writing
essays. We had known each other for so long
that this is useless, but I had only loved you
for a month. I wanted to hear your voice, and
I wanted to run away with you, so I called. It
declined, and I stared at my screen and
wondered whether you were done,
platonically engaged to someone else who—
I’m at a party. The camp thing starts tomorrow.
I wondered when I started letting you change
the way I ran my life, my blankets pooling
around my waist. I wanted to ask you what
you’re wearing. I wanted to lie down and go
back to sleep. I played a soundtrack instead,
tinkling piano and harmonica bringing me to
the blue-lavender skies of where I might find
you.
Pick me up, I answered, and the plan was
made. We were the best when we were that
simple.
~

I think about it while marking essays, in my
brand new life of Parisian intrigue. I don’t
speak the language as well as I should, but it’s
a metropolis, this city, and I stay in my house
when I’m not teaching. I get by. They call it
the city of love, and I see it, in the couples
holding clasped hands for their camera
shutters, kissing without making it messy,
daintily cracking crème brûlées while ring
boxes open in front of their eyes. I go up to
the terrace to watch the sky lighten, and the
music service I use forgets to pester me with
ads. It’s the city of love, and I am thinking
about my loneliness again.
Of course, it paints a beautiful picture, a
woman-not-quite-woman sitting on a chair
smoking, morose. We love to paint, mixing
beauty and misery together to create a
brand-new colour to be advertised and sold
to anything with a pulse. You are only a
person if you are sad, debilitatingly sad, a
martyr to the world’s woes.
Now, that might be overdramatic and
hypocritical. But I’ve been happy so often
that I just don’t agree with the ribs showing
on the billboards anymore, the staid
starvation of ambition. I go on my little
vacations on long weekends, sipping wine on
guided tours in the south, finding someone to
keep me company in the nights. It’s a nice
life, and I like to spend my mornings steeped

in nostalgia, every day a new story.

never be able to do that.

~

~

We got driven to the place in your father’s
fancy car. Not the fanciest one but the one
you liked best, which was quite enough: dark
red leather on the inside, small bottles of
alcohol under the neon sky of the long
ceiling. It felt like being in the stomach of a
sea creature from the future, one where
everything is automated and slickly
glistening. I was Pinocchio, a little wooden
boy struck by a beautiful rich girl who
owned the whale, and owned the danger.
That’s not the original story, I know. True
life never matches up with fairytales.

I now know that I have spent my years trying
to grow up again, with less pain involved in
the proceedings. But the memories of my
young loves spring up when I dig them out at
night, and they are never far away.
Sometimes I think I see my university boy in
cafes he would never be able to order in,
brown hair curling over a shot of espresso. I
look around the shopping mall and see the
people from nights in unknown clubs,
skittering glances or knowing smiles. I gaze
at the paintings in galleries and find latenight conversations in them. Rebuilding
yourself means finding pieces of you
everywhere, and I am not angry at them
anymore.

“We won’t have to slum it like the others,”
you said, sitting too close, your nails painted
with galaxies for the occasion. “They know
my mother. It’s going to be special for us.”
Your world was at once alien and real to me,
the ghosts of your family in the news every
month. What was arresting about it was
never the money, even though you would
accuse me of interest later. It was you under
the crystal, smiling sweetly at the head of
large rooms and garden parties, a modernday Queen Anne. Rich people would bore me
later, but it would be because none of them
would be you. The places we went to opened
up like oysters, the pearls gifted beforehand,
little girly things, return gifts. That first
night, they cleared out an entire observatory
for you, and I caught myself thinking I’d

I now know that I grew up thinking that a
childhood friend’s words were all that
mattered. If she didn’t like a dress, I never
bought it. I remember leaving milkshakes to
sour because she didn’t like the taste, the
whipped cream collapsing delicately. I talk
more in my relationships now, even if some
days I wake up and wish I had married
someone like her. It would mean not making
a decision ever again. It would mean a love
story. Girls, my mother used to say, always
walk the line between doing things they’re
not allowed to do and friendship. It’s natural.
It’s not meant to be announced. (This was her
response to me coming out.)

~
Finally, we were lying on a hill, lamps
burning a reasonable distance away. You’d
told the guide to leave. “We’re not here for
studying anything, anyway,” you said to the
poor thing. I poured the wine and didn’t say
anything, as was a trend in our dealings. I
didn’t want to look up at the sky because it
would break some boundary to do the same
things as you, but I played it cool.
You tipped my chin up, and I closed my eyes.
All that was left to do was break down with
your fingers on my face, but you always
knew what you were doing when it came to
us. When you kissed me for the first time, it
was at the right of my lips, barely grazing
them till I moved my head.
“I think we’re done,” you said after ten
minutes of all that would ruin us, and I got
up and went back to the room assigned to
me. I had thought we’d drift off together, but
it was there for a reason.
~
I met you once more almost a decade later, at
a new showcase for fashion talent. The
designer was known to me, intimately, and
sought by the world almost as badly. We
were both in the front row, seated next to
each other, and we recognised each other. I
have been through a mass of hair changes,
but yours was still the dark chestnut that I
had left behind. For a moment, looking at

each other, I almost wished you would
ignore me, as you always did.
“Hi,” I said instead, sticking out a hand with
chipped nail paint.
“Nice to see you,” you smiled, and it wasn’t
cruel, just sad. “How’s life?”
“Oh, I’m a professor,” I answered. “It’s not
bad. You?”
“Talent manager, for some reason,” you
scoffed. “Married. An artist type, like you.”
I didn’t laugh. “What’s her name?”
You looked stunned, like maybe I had started
chanting in gregorian in the middle of this
chic abandoned warehouse, and I moved on.
I have forgiven all the bad that has happened
to me, because now I have sunshine through
my windows and jackets hanging in my
closet and weekly calls with my father. I can
step out of my house, buy bread and cheese,
and think about getting a cat in the new year
ahead. They say I must try to reach
unscalable heights, whether it be in my
career or my friends, but that’s not how I see
it.
It takes time to glue a self back together from
the mistakes you never made, but I found a
method that I have the Japanese to thank for.
They put melted gold in the cracks to join it
all back together prettier and more valuable

than before. Gold is not something I want to afford for my teenage
scars, not even literally, but I stitch the void with little pleasures.
People I can trust, a coffee machine I know how to use. I leave
behind all that hurts me without reason, and I flourish, no
cinderblocks keeping me down.
Living is the pure bliss of the controlled flight of a bird. There is a
distance to cross, and a goal to accomplish, but in the moment, there
is only a perfect blue.
Syna Majumder

BATTLE HYMN FOR SPRING
The first were the buds
on the magnolia trees:
white, spear
-like, softly
upright—frozen
with dewy attention.
They came like snow,
silent & overnight:
fifteen of them the first morning.
When they came, the raindrops fired
against our skin, the
windows—traced our cheeks as
tears. Listen to it returning
that machine-gun
ostinato masquerading
as normal
to normal. In this absence
of violence, see
the magnolias tremble.
Tomorrow, you will count them
again. Count the ones that have exploded
open, suspended shards
of silent grace.
The numbers will soon fall
back again—
as they open & open,
as they lay their petals down
like blades.

You should not be afraid.
The summer may seem to destroy
them, but in truth they only wait:
Listen
for the returning
call of the birds,
of the rain.
Kate Choi
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SUMMIT
noun : the highest point of a climb
(the point where one can see what could not be seen before)
verb : to reach the summit

and falling

/i am beginning to enjoy air and dark books and
rose flowers and butterflies landing on my skin. to
love myself is the greatest pain. i am standing and
falling. there is a big hole in my chest. a litany for
my soul will begin at midnight. i do not want
everything out of me, just this reason not to love
again. i am a mixture of chaos and calm. i am a
star and a tornado. do not try to understand me. i
am a dark hall in a sunny day. i am a silent storm.
spare me in life, spare me in death. i have made
sacrifices—enough. in the strangeness of my life,
spare me, be with me if you can for the time being,
that you can forgive me when i am gone. i wrote a
letter to God. yesterday, i wrote Him to send me to
some other realm other than this place. your
servant here, God feels dissatisfaction/.
Precious Uwen, "Spare Me in Life, Spare Me in Death"

THE CICADA
Elsie Leatham
This piece is about a cicada, who is emerging from the shell of the earth, shedding it. The
cicada rises from the globe strongly into the deep space. On its wings it carries all of the
world's conversations and stories as well as some people. This piece is about mental
health awareness, where someone is emerging from their old shell where they just hid
away from what surrounded them. This captured the moment they emerge and break
away from the old skin to explore and make a fresh start. Cicadas are lucky to have the
ability to start new, because that is something a lot of people find really difficult.

FREEDOM FOR YOUR SOUL
in this crucibLe where darkness consumes
they fIx a faux sun to burn the moth
with autumn Leaves, desert rose by any other name
sweetness persIsts
onE
finaL leap
to shatter the Blizzard
buttErfly in screaming colors

Yutong Yang

* Sarah Hegazi: Egyptian lesbian activist, who was imprisoned and tortured after flying a rainbow flag
at a concert in 2017 in Cairo. She was granted asylum in Canada, but eventually committed suicide
from PTSD.
** Lili Elbe: Danish painter born male, who underwent the world’s first documented genderreassignment surgery to become female.

PINK
I woke up one morning and the sky was pink
—the air was pink with it. I stepped over my
mess and I put on my robe and I dragged
open the curtains to be greeted with a pink
reality—candyfloss and blush. Pink light
sweeped over the ground, pink light climbed
the buildings, pink light fell into my skin.
I stepped out into the fresh morning air and
it tasted sweeter than usual. I wasn’t sure how
this was possible, all that had changed was
the light—placebo effect, maybe. I looked up
at the sky, rotating my head slowly, and
surely enough: the sky was pink, the sun
along with it. It looked as if someone had
come and placed pink cellophane on top of
the ozone layer—I remember being five and
looking through cellophane, rejoicing at a
pink world that is now a reality.
I leaned down and touched the grass. It felt
real. I took a breath and I lay down, hoping
for a pink tan.
***
I woke up the next day, and it was the same.
The sun continued to rule a pink dominion
over us, drenching us in familiar childhood
romance. It continued like this for months.
It was summer, and my friends and I decided

to roadtrip to the coast. We went to a beach
in Devon and we watched the pink waves roll
in. I watched as raspberry lemonade crests
broke on the shore, the surf making its way
up to greet us—the pink was friendlier than
the blue. We ran into the sea in our
minidresses—our shoes and socks already off
—and we stood among her and it felt like
home. She greeted us warmly, and I smiled.
***
Then, it was winter—December 16th, to be
exact, and everything stopped. It froze. For
three minutes, the fish in the pink lake
stopped swimming, the birds in the pink sky
stopped flying, my mother (washing up and
smiling and basking in pink light through the
window) stopped in her tracks, sponge in
hand. For three minutes, we were held in
frozen harmony, in a serenade of a perfect
cadence finale, before the pink started to
fade. Slowly and surely, the sky reverted to
its usual blue, sweeping white clouds
decorating its surface. The lake returned to
its murky green, my mother hung her head.
Life was pretty with a rose-coloured tint, but
now the sky is blue.
Holly Zijderveld

CLOSURE (DAMIAN)
Charli
The piece, Closure (Damian) is about the feeling of moving on, acceptance. The kind of
reassurance that, even if not now, it will be okay.

ON MARTYRDOM
silver nightgown girl. lady of the lake.
you sleepwalked into the water
in the early morning light. in your dreams
you died a beautiful death. shotgun girl.
head cocked back for the kill. how you wish it were true.
that you had a silver sword instead of a tongue. that you could hurt them all
back. i’m sorry, little poet. you have words in place of fists. this is how your
god made you. woman, you are their shakespeare, the gutter angel singing in
white, the kind of thing people love to set on fire. be the kindling for the
revolution. let your dresses burn. stand in the open field and take it all down
with you. you will feel so fragile standing there and the earth will say: i am not
like the rest. i was made to hold you.
Zoe Baber

GROCERY MARKET
The cart vibrates as you roll it over each crevice of the linoleum floor. An unassuming bunch
of bananas, browned in spots, sits alongside four fresh rolls of toilet paper, all packaged in
shiny transparency in your cart of silver. A surprising attraction forms between you and the
magnet three aisles away. She is cream-colored perfection with brown freckles. She would
melt in your mouth to the point of disappearance. Mama told you stay away from her. She bad
for you. She addictive, worse than cocaine or heroin. Except when you say, “Fine, guess I’ll
settle for heroin, then,” Mom encourages three scoops of her, so she can’t really be worse than
the drugs. She is contained, frozen in the environment in which she is forced to live. You want
to take off her top, see how she really taste before you pay what you must to find out.
Well, Mama told you not to pick her up, so you go for sorbet instead. Sorbet a little bit
healthier. Sorbet don’t have any of that dairy. More sugar, but that’s all right. Mama says she’s
healthier because its name is one of elegance, with a silent letter “t.” You told Mama ice cream
have a silent “t” if she wanted one. So silent it’s invisible, too.
The sorbet looks fine. A deceptive orange that looks like it should be orange-flavored, but is
really peach. Peach ain’t so bad, so that’s all right.
Now you gotta go fetch that fat, sickly green food. Half of it is a pit that ends up in the
garbage. “Good fat,” Mama said. When you said there no such thing, she scoffed, tell you
nothing wrong with fat, except when it’s the ice cream you want. So there, you drop in your
cart a mushy avocado that you wanna cut open right there. Got a sudden urge to smash the pit
and take the smush in your hands and throw it at strangers.
You used to hate cantaloupe as a little boy. Despised the orange color. Worst darn color in
the universe ’cause Dad used to wear a salmon-colored pinstripe and that’s the only outfit of
his you remember. Now you realize a lot of great things are orange and you get to decide
what’s your dad and what’s a juicy piece of fruit whose juices drip down your chin and get
sticky there later. You get some pre-sliced cantaloupe ’cause you’re lazy as Mr. Pinstripe suit
had to be to leave you.
Hudson Warm

TOWARDS THE ZENITH
Tanvi Nagar
These pieces are a reflection of some of my deepest
thoughts. I clicked this picture at one of the most
memorable places I have visited. To me, it shows how long
and continuous the universe is and how blessed we are to
be a small part of it. The artwork represents my ideas of
how intricate and delicate life is.

MY HOME IN ARKANSAS
Inspired by Maya Angelou's My Arkansas
My home knows a relentless brooding.
Ceiling tiles like dried
honeycombs, their queens: guillotined,
turning bodies to black ash.
Red rock and wood
are meshed into the
floor like
Noah’s Ark,
glazed with a charred maroon.
Sun enters the room like kaleidoscope,
jagged and fierce,
And,
in the flight, shadows are eclipsed, and out-shined.
Shunned at dawn as the sky cries for
dusk, light no longer sleeps in my
sanctuary. All things disappear
in the dark yet
tomorrow
fills today like
white noise, but not enough to
balance the air
with sonder. Unlike
vignette vines,
My home in Arkansas only
tells one story.
It never ends or seems to begin,
like charcoal that won’t become
white or brittle.
It aches in the mundane
flames of brooding: a fire
that re-fuses to turn cold.
Aly Moosa

AD ASTRA
Five.
The harness digs into his shoulder.
Mission control keeps a stream of chatter in
his ear, but Yuri can hardly hear them over
his pounding heart. The rocket shudders
around him.
Four.
He has always been entranced by the stars,
ever since he was a child staring at the skies
in Klushino. Now thousands of years of
progress—shepherds looking up on a lonely
night, astronomers tracing intricate charts,
kings standing in gilded observatories—have
all come down to him. To a single man and a
single hope.
Three.
This is how it feels to have the world
watching. Whatever happens here will
determine the future of space travel. Yuri
thinks there may be a lesson to this,
something about hubris and Icarus flying too
close to the sun. Oh well. The Soviets gave up
religion for a reason.
Two.
His daughters would be sitting in front of
the television, wearing the blue hair ribbons
he gave them before leaving. He hopes
Valentina will turn them away if the mission
goes south. He can’t pretend he’s doing this
for them though. A good man would never
leave his children without a father or his wife
without a husband. But in his heart he is still

the carpenter’s son, watching the Yak
fighter plane touch down in the fields outside
his home.
One.
Fire, destruction, and blood. He has seen
failed test crafts before, how they imploded
midair before plunging into the sea. Will it
hurt if the same happens to him, or will he
turn to dust before his body can register the
pain?
Zero.
A force hauls him up at the same time a
weight presses down on his chest. The rocket
shakes so hard he fears it will fall to pieces.
The tinny voices are gone, leaving only the
deafening roar of the engines.
An eternity passes before two muffled
explosions come from the craft. A solemn
quiet descends, broken only by the soft
whirring of cooling fans. The Earth looms
before him, gray-white clouds swirling above
great blue seas and lights winking from the
land. Yuri has left behind all he knows.
Now he is alone above the world, drifting
among the stars.
Mira Jiang

CRASH
verb : to damage in landing

WELCOME TO THE CIRCUS
Marriott J Witney
For this piece I have used Posca paint
pens, watercolours, dip pens and inks
and white gel pens. I created this piece
in the style of Tim Burton and am
astonished by the results I was able to
create.

why then
forget
your grinding stone

VALEDICTORIAN
Seated in a plastic chair underneath the scorching sun, I straighten
my back and hear my spine crackle. The maroon cap and its draped
tassel is approximately the weight of four adolescent years, equivalent
to the heavy load of my Jansport backpack hanging off my shoulders; the
weight of mishandled textbooks now rests atop my head, I a tamed princess.
I don’t know the name of the person sitting next to me. Amongst this sea of
dull crimson, you are nowhere to be found. I want to roll up the sleeves of our
silky trash bags and hold your hand. I want our eyes, twinkling with hope or grief
to lock as we toss time into the sky, returning it to the omniscient universe. When time.
s c a t t e r e d, returns, gifting us another four years, we can laugh or cry, wondering why
we
waited
so
long
just
for
this.

But here I am,

and there you are,
But I don't know where there is.

I want to part the sea of plastic

and red velvet to see you
the balloon

underneath
Standing

arch

altar.

We can sip atop the blue-yellow-white throne and ascend.
The universe will crown us as the time-keepers. I will name you Time and keep you forever.
Meily Tran

[SUBJECT]:
CLOCKING IN
Title: [Subject] clocking in.
To: unknown: <whydoyoutrapmehere@mustiwatchover.you>
From: unnameable: <onceuponame@itsbeensolongplease.letmego>

“There are two things all human beings have
in common,”

scurry fast enough back into the safety of the
sewers.

Is what I said—with as much dignity as one
could muster—when the wind was your only
audience, and they were applauding the
clouds; and the clouds were watching the
moon and although the moon haughtily
ignored the fluttering eyelashes of the stars,
the stars continued to gaze upon it in open
adoration, whilst eyeing me with high-held
noses and stifled snickers.

My darlings, you think of me too favourably.

I did not mind.
It’s a bold assumption to presume my lyrical
observations arise as I sit at an oak panelled
desk, feet propped on a stack of novellas,
perhaps giddy off the bitterness of old coffee
whilst daintily lacing flowers in my hair.
Even worse, I hope you did not envision me,
lost in the city, skittering crowds of people
with my intoxicated breath, stumbling across
the pavement, spewing both my cheese and
profound wisdom to the rats that cannot

I tied my stomach into knots, looked up, and
slowly, numbly, scrupulously unclasped my
fingers. I lashed out—imagine a penguin
trying to fly—before I clutched the ledge
above, suffocating it; smothered by the
trembling carcass of my body. It could not,
did not complain. How could it? When it was
busy greedily slurping the warmth of my
figure, relishing how it thaws its innards like
warm soup. Whilst it fell to the temptation of
gluttony, my boots tormented the crevices
within the bricks; the both of us desperately
searching in the other what could not be
satisfied. Yet, somehow, someway, I rolled
onto the ledge.
My skin was raw like I’d swum through the
rivers of hell. A silent scream tore apart my
throat; jaw clenched, muscles shaking, my
teeth shredding my lips to pieces. Fire

dragged its talons across my skin as ice
soothed each wound with the cruel kiss of a
fallen angel; laced with poison and salt. Each
breath shuddered through my body reluctant to leave, desperate to be elsewhere.
But my darlings! Victory is sweeter than
honey; enriched with the sharp tang of the
blood of a vanquished enemy. Its bittersweet
letting the consequences rip apart your body,
but to allow victory to glue the shattered
pieces of your soul together, a union brief
and bright.
I was on top of the world, maybe, maybe not
—no, most definitely not, but did it matter? I
was here, I’d made it, I’m here, here, here and
with it a senile laughter ripped out of me,
causing ripples of agony to bloom in my
chest as it heaved with exertion. I raised my
arms, worlds merging into one as I spun,
drunk off adrenaline. The city lights beamed,
warm, unlike the cold smoulder of the stars,
winking their hellos and I waved back;
wildly, ferociously, giddily.
My legs trembled. The tingles of exhilaration
curtseyed their goodbyes, exhaustion dusted
its blankets and prepared to stay the night, so
it did not surprise me when I found myself
sinking to the ground. I could not object as
the ledge greeted me once more, echoing the
remnants of my warmth, whispering
apologies with humble bows.
My eyes softened.

I gazed; left, right, down, out—amongst the
myriad of lights. One blinked at me; unsure
whether I was a mere figment of its
imagination. It was a dull, yellow light. It
flickered, as though hesitantly asking for
permission to be working so late, but
desperate not to fall victim to the dark. I
could see no further into the room than the
blank white walls, walls that appeared a
musty cream as it reflected the dull hues of
the light. Perhaps inside were a lady, with
more wrinkles than stories, crocheting her
cat a blanket. Yawning, absentmindedly
patting the kittens, squinting in the dim light.
The clock in the window gingerly
announced: 10:49, 11:23, 12:42, until finally
the light gave in, leaving the numbers to blink
in the dark.
Grandfather clocks are perhaps the only
things
more
obnoxious
than
the
condescending twinkles of stars. I question
the existence of grandfather clocks – I do not
require ancestors. When the bells rioted,
chaos ensured. As determined as I was to
ignore them, I could not. My head snapped
up, like a fish flopping out of water, straining
to locate the sound.
Who, with full rationality, would possess a
grandfather clock? I pondered this, as I
swung my feet over open air. I envisioned
them; young, eyes tinged with red. Hair
sticking out in seventeen directions as they
beat their fist against the smudged glass.
Falling to their knees as the pendulum sings
—undaunted—drowning out their cries to

make it stop—stop it all—but! Only for a moment. Closing their eyes in defeat—for a ‘split
second’—only to jolt and slam their head on the dented dresser behind them as the clock
redemands attention from its pitiful owner. I snickered.
The sky quivered, chuckling. Here I was, patronizing those below me as it lorded over it all
with a smug grin. I deliberated throwing my shoes at it, scowling, shattering the serenity of the
moment. Because you get to watch from the heavens? A heaven I cannot reach?
My darlings, I was wrong. You have in common one thing; the two are the same. Tell me
plainly; why do you strain to escape life, yet beg to never fall under the puppet strings of death?
I cackled. Then sobered. Somehow, you forget both through the night.
But oh, how oblivious you are! You fear the wrong things—what is life and death without
time?
Don’t you worry; I cannot say goodbye.
PS. Why was I scaling a building to get to the roof?
We have one thing in common. See, I too, am addicted… no—adore the adrenaline of fear.
Unnameable: draft saved, unsent.
Claire Kim

THE SKY WAS MEANT FOR YOU
you were born for the sky
soaring within mechanical white birds
planes you steered with wings that smudged the clouds
long before i even existed
as soon as i could comprehend words
you told me tales of suddenly feeling so fully alive
once you were in the cockpit, the ground fading out of
your sight
on a Boeing we’d call beautiful, taking care to
mispronounce its name
one day your soul hit the ground
skidding across a wooden floor
along with your flightless, wingless body
empty
and your soul
made its anticlimactic exit
to heaven, maybe,
proving
the sky was meant for you
you took your final flight
and we contemplated cremating you
in your uniform, so that you would fly
heavy
heavenly
birds
even after your departure from this plane

i never thought i’d soar without you
but here i am—
i will never literally fly, not the way
you did
but my mother filled in the gaps,
the stories you forgot to tell me
the lessons you forgot to teach me
the jokes you forgot to tell me
and now i’m flying
and now i run my fingers between speckled clouds
and now i stand beneath stars like i am their master
and now i know that in the vast blue firmament
that we boldly carry above us
i’ll always see you

dimasilaw

DEPRECIATION
Oh land oh land
Deep thy soul into the slippery oil of dirt
Forgetting the cry of the old gone
Is it cultural hunger?
No!
Why then forget your grinding stone
Oh land
Wasting the faith of our olds
Why then not take it up sharply
So it won't fade away
My land, Our land
We have our grinding stone
They have their machines
The generation after I pity
Sweet bitter truth
If it fades away, then what?
Ruth

VICE
Aileen Xie

CW: DEATH

WAVERING WOODEN STARS
Houses behind cast zombified silhouettes against the setting sun. Paint scraps cling to skeleton
frames. A dirty orange glow seeps through dusted windows as the neighbors shiver on lawns
and sidewalks. Someone’s tabby cat perches atop a mailbox, tail twitching like a grandfather
clock. And as night falls, the stars waver with grim expectation.
Static crackles
Now this picture lies before you on a television screen.
Outside your living room, the girl in a white nightgown has returned to your balcony,
overlooking a lake where sailboats roll by. She watches the water, awaiting a moment. That
instant where you happened to stare askance for one second and the next, a pearly shadow
bobbed up and down like a buoy below. For a second, you question whether it’s not a line of
sunlight, but as you draw closer you happen to
Blink
And find yourself in a back-drawer memory.
A wall of conifers laces itself with cigar smoke. The neighborhood may well have been
fashioned from a card deck, and every house shines a harvest moon from its windows. The
clapboard church appears the same as all other silhouettes. You approach a lilied casket where
a young girl rests, wooden bones showing through paper skin. Behind you, a woman appears
in ink-dark heels, weeping ink-dark tears as she reaches her skeleton hand. A breath of
Icicle air
And the wavering stars weave a halo for your head.
Evelyn Combs

BONE AGAINST FIRE
the wrists i was given are too thin. / i often gaze at them in the blue / hum of
light and imagine the bone shattering. / one by one, the radius, / ulna, then
carpus. i raise my wispy fingers up to my collarbone, / trace the way they
protrude, revel in the way they try / to escape my body. / how does my mind
stay afloat? it feels like one day my skull will / snap off and crash onto the
concrete. / my mind flicks to a new frame, / where a dawn breaks in this
parallel. / i was never told of the way / the sun peeks out, the way the / sky
burns in its presence. / the cracking of the wood jolts me from the
fiery orange. / the sun breaks loose and burns me, instead. / skin against bone
against fire.
Sophie Chiang

